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. This invention relates to apparatus for supplying or dis 
pensing granular detergent in a dishwasher and the like 
having an automatically controlled operating cycle with at 
least two washing stages each callingfor the supply of a 
charge of the detergent. . 
y The machine cycle in a simple version can, for exam 
ple, commence with a first .washing operation in which a 
quantity of the detergent previously placed in the ma 
chine is utilized and Aproceed through a rinse stage to a ' 
second washing operation also attended by discharge of 
detergent and followed by a further rinse. The apparatus 
of the present invention will effect suchdispensing by the 
storing of separate charges of the granules isolated from 
each other and normally as well from the interior of the 
machine and releasing the charges with forcible flushing 
action respectively at the selected points in the cycle in 
accordance with thescheduling of the timer or sequence 
controller. ‘_ ~ 

, The fiushing type of discharge, which is preferred for 
efiicient and full dispensing in the sense of self-cleaning, is 
most fconveniently accomplished by diverting water from 
the output of the circulating pump of the machine to the 
enclosure or enclosures in which the detergent charge or 
charges are stored, 1and the> present improvements pro 
vide a very simple~ and economical system for usingthis 
water to accomplish the desired programmed multiple 
charge dispensing. v » ' ~ ` 

Other objects and advantages of the present invention 
will become apparent as the following description pro 
ceeds. ‘ 

AtTo the accomplishment of «the foregoing and'related 
ends the invention, then, comprises the features herein 
after fully described and particularly pointed out in the 
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claims, the following description _and the annexed draw- f 
ing setting forth in detail acertain illustrative embodi 
ment of the invention, this being indicative, however, of 
but one of the various ways in which the principle of the 
invention may be employed. 

In said annexed drawing: 
FIG. l is a front elevation of an automatic dishwasher 

equipped with detergent dispensing apparatus in accord 
ance with the present invention; 
FIG. 2 shows on an enlarged scale a portion of the door 

of the dishwasher in which the dispensing apparatus and 
the timer of the machine are housed; and 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view of the plane of which 
is indicated by line 3-3 in FIG. 2. 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, the dishwasher 
designated generally by reference numeral 10 is, apart 
from the dispensing apparatus to be described, conven 
tional in form and operation. This illustrative machine is 
of the front-loading type, with the tub open at the front 
and normally closed by a door 11 hinged at the bottom 
and having a top handle portion 12. The door of course 
swings between the closed vertical condition to a substan 
tially horizontal open position and, in the latter condition, 
wholly or partially supports the rack structure for the 
ware when withdrawn from the tub onto the door. 

rThe base of the machine is shown slightly broken away 
to expose a conventional circulating pump P below the 
tub and this pump has an outlet section 13 to which a 
small fiexible hose 14 is connected and extends in any 
suitable fashion to the interior of the front door. The lat 
ter also contains the timer or sequence controller 15 of 
the machine, with an operating knob 16 at the exterior of 
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the door and the shaft 17 of the unit carrying an inner 
cam 18 which turns with the shaft. f i 
The hose 14 within the door is connected to a horizontal 

T-coupling or connector 19, with one extension hose 
length 20 continuing from the straight portion of the con 
nector and another extension 21 connected to the right 
angle section. The hose 21 extends upwardly and is con 
nected at its other end with a first detergent container 22 
attached to the inner liner 23 of the door. This container, 
preferably made of plastic, is open at one side and mount 
ed .as shown so that this side is approximately flush with 
the inside surface of the door, the main portion being re 
ceived within the door and closed except for the small side 
wall opening at which the hose 21 is connected. The open 
side of the container is closed by a cover 24 hinged as 
shown at 2,5 to the upper edge of the container in the 
vertical or closed condition of the door, and this cover is 
preferably biased to the closed condition. For this last 
purpose, the container is shown as carrying a permanent 
magnet 26 centrally at the bottom edge and a cooperable 
magnet piece 27 is carried by the bottom edge of the 
cover 24. 
The other hose extension 20 extends from the coupling 

upwardly to a guide shoe 28 in the area of the timer 15, 
the hose being guided over the top of the shoe and then 
continuing reversely down within the door to a second de 
tergent container 22’ which is identical to the first as 
shown by the use of primed reference numerals. This 
second container 22', also having its hose connection at a 
side wall, is arranged for convenience next to the first, but 
the two are physically and operably independent. It 
would of course be possible to have a common main con 
tainer suitably divided into isolated compartments each 
with its own cover should this be a more convenient man 
ufacture. 
The flow of water through the hose 20 to the second 

container 22’ is controlled by the timer 15 by virtue of 
the cam 18 on the timer shaft 17 and a cooperable leaf 
spring 29 mounted by a bracket 30 to extend above the 
hose 20 at the uppermost portion of the latter backed by 
the shoe 28. The spring 29 has an intermediate rebent 
section 31 which is held normally by the spring tension 
against the noted section of the hose 20, with an arcuate 
arm 32 of the cam 18 bearing against the spring in this 
condition to insure clamping of such hose in the manner of 
a pinch valve. The timer cam 18 when rotated will thus 
restrain the spring 29 against lifting as long as the arm 32 
is in engagement therewith, and when the arm moves off 
the spring at the proper point in the operating cycle for 
opening of the hose 20, the water supplied thereto expands 
the hose, lifting the spring, and proceeds to the second 
detergent compartment or container 22’. 

Before starting the machine cycle, both compartments 
22 and 22' are filled with the granular detergent or the 
equivalent conveniently when the door is in the substan» 
tially horizontal open condition, with the housewife or 
user simply lifting each cover 24, 24’ and pouring the 
compound in the compartment. When the door is closed, 
these covers shield and protect the detergent from the in 
terior of the machine. 

It will be noted that there are accordingly provided 
two flushing detergent dispensers each equipped with a 
water delivery line, but with only one under positive valve 
control. When the circulating pump P is first operative, 
for example, in a first wash stage, the diverted water in 
the line 14 will flow to both the hoses 20 and 21 through 
the T-connector 19. However, the hose 20 is closed at and 
by the spring 29 so that the water will enter only the first 
detergent compartment 22 through the line or hose 21. 
The pressure injection of the water in this compartment 
causes mixing with the granules of the detergent and, 
after a degree of pressure build-up, the magnetic latch 
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biasïon the cover- 24'` is overcome'and the-cover swings 
Íoutwardly"or-inwardly- for'ï dischargeof ‘the v'walter 'fand 
detergent’solutiom-»Ã¿comparable action could ofcourse 
be obtainedwith other biasing of the cover, for example, 
by spring means. ' ‘- ' « ' f 

" l' When,"in the typical" cycle, ‘th'e‘ësecond' washing 'opera 
`tion vis‘subsequently scheduled, the 'timer will turn the'c'am 
»18'into lifting' engagement withëtheI spring 29, soVA that the 
hose 20'is now; fully’fo'p’en and 4will'bel held open for a 
predetermined interval bylthe shaped lengthof th'e cain 
arm' 32,'It will be appreciated ’tha't‘the other line ̀ 21 is‘also 
open, but the utilization of the Tïconnector ‘19 as disclosed 
-results ‘in~> very little dischargejthrough this hose. The 
waiterY flovif‘through thei’st'raighf section’ of the 'connector 
and- hence-the"i hose i 20 ‘encounters negligible ’ resistance, 
while 'there is 'a substantial «loss >of=t~he velocityfhea'd in 
the branched line 21,’Whereby' substantially' all of the 
flow ente?s- the compartment 2.2’ to' mix` with and hush 
the“ ’detergent charge 'therein' into ‘the ’washing chamber. 
ASsindicated, the timer 'camming‘ of the`springV 29 will be 
suñic'ientï'by'reason óf the'conñguration'used to hold the 
spring awayfroin thehose`20 long enough to‘ insure'full 
discharge vor dispensing from this compartment, the cam 
thereafter moving beyond the limit of the spring engage 
ment and the spring returning to its normal hose-pinching 
condition. While only two compartments have been 
shown, more can be added with comparable valve con 
trol for each, the number of local valving actions how 
ever being one less than the number of the dispensing 
operations in view of manner in which the lìrst is provided 
by the disclosed system. ‘ 

' Other modes of applying the principle of the invention 
may be employed, change’being made as regards the de 
tails described, provided the features stated in any of the 
following claims or the equivalent of such be employed. 

I, therefore, particularly point out and distinctly claim 
as my invention: ‘ 

1. In a dishwasher and the like in which a series of 
operations are performed automatically under the control 
of timing means, 'with at least two washing operations 
provided, detergent dispensing apparatus for 'supplying 
separate charges of detergent to the washing chamber re 
spectively for the two such washing operations, said ap 
paratus comprising ñrst and second non-communicating 
compartments each adapted to receive a charge o_f the 
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ciletengent, means for normally shielding 'the chargesv placed 
iïn'iïësaid compartmer'l-'t's-f'front-'the circulation-of :water 
'throughout ‘thel washing chamber, and discharge means for 
flushing the deter'g'eirt‘charg'es‘from the compartments to 
th'z’cha’mber, vthe dishwasher having'a pump and said dirs 
charge means comprising a length of relatively'sm‘áll 
hose' connected ‘to’ the'outlet 'side of ,the pump 4and to 
one 'side’of "the'fthroü'ghïpassa'ge' of af'TÄñttingg a ì'-ñ'rst 
r»hexible’hos'e' branch'conriectedfto the leg'fof said fitting and 
to sa‘id ñr'st compartment at`a'1wallv y'opening'in the‘ latter, a 
second flexible îhosebra?ich >connected to' the' other side 
ofthe straight' passage of“the"ñtti1iîg an‘dto the second 
compartment likewise " at ̀ a~ wall opening therein, and 
pinch'valvefmeansffor controlling how' of> Vwater 'through 
'the second -hosev branch," said valve means 'normally hold 
’ingithef'second branch closed and being opened'by the 
timing rneans when Ythe latter 'initiates the secondto occur 
of {the two washingr'sope?átio?fs, the fiow‘of wate'rl`f?orn 
‘thefpump through the ~first hose‘branch being obstructed 
‘only'by the direction’ change encountered in the ’T-Íit‘tin'g, 
with the'pump'operative in both washing operations" to 
supply water- to :flush deterg'e'nt'from fthe first vcorripartment 
only in 'the ñrst scheduled such operation and to flush the 
detergent from 'the second compartment up'on opening of 
the pinch valve in the subsequent washing operation, and 
the> resulting loss of' head inthe leg of‘the T-ñtting with 
the straight passage thereof thus open Ysuch that there is 
only minor ilowin the iirst hose branch in such 1a`st` c'on 
dition ofthe apparatus." ' " ' " ' ‘ ` Í" _ 

2.' Appartaus as' set forth in claim 1, wherein the means 
`for normally shielding'the ñ?st'and second compartments 
comprises' separate ’closures at openingsl through which the 
flush 5discharging of the Ydetergent: chargesv ocçurs„'with 
said closures biased `to their respectiveV compartment 
closing'conditions'and opening in'response 'to the~ injection 
of the’water under pressure tothe compartments. ` ' 
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